Wednesday 31st March 2021
Dear Parents/Carers
We have made it to the end of the Spring Term
and navigated a year since the first lockdown.
We have seen staff, parents and pupils continue to
work, adapt and ‘get by’ in challenging
circumstances; proving our unwavering resilience.
As we head towards an easing of the lockdown
measures – the second part of Step 1 and on April
12th Step 2 – it is important that we continue to be
vigilant with regard the covid measures that are in
place to protect all in our community.
Staff will continue to complete lateral flow testing throughout the holidays to ensure their caution
continues to protect us when our school bubbles return. Should your child experience any covid-related
symptoms, please ensure that you contact us up to Sunday 4th April
and from Friday 16th April on our Covid-Line 07938 642536 as we
may have to notify families of self-isolation in the event of a positive
test. Please ensure you keep ringing the Covid-Line until it is answered
as voicemails cannot be retrieved. The phone will not be monitored
between these dates and emails to enquiries@eagle.lincs.sch.uk
checked weekly.
Parent Governor
A gentle reminder if you feel that you may be able to consider our parent governor
recruitment. If all nomination forms could be completed and sent to our Returning Officer by
Wednesday 21st April that would be greatly appreciated.
And finally …
Everyone at ECPS wish you and yours a relaxing and enjoyable Easter break.
We hope that the opportunity to see friends and family will bring a little normality to
support the wellbeing of us all for our social and emotional needs. Hopefully, this will set
us all up for a positive and ‘more normal’ return on Monday 19th April, where all classes will
have small groups arranged to support their learning confidence.
Kindest regards, Hayley Adams

